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Abstract 
A Conceptual Schema Modelling Facility (CSMF) is used to describe conceptual structures of 
other modelling facilities as well as application data model structures. The CSMF must be 
extensible, so that concepts not initially described by the CSMF can be added later. If the 
CSMF is made self-descriptive, the definition of the CSMF itself can be changed to 
accommodate for such additions. 

A self-descriptive model however requires an infinite number of modelling concepts, since 
any concept in the model is recursively described by other concepts at higher meta levels. If 
only a finite number of concepts is used, we run into circularity problems. 

This paper shows how such circularities can be avoided in an implementation, by using an 
algorithmic approach to implementing arbitrarily many meta and attribute levels. In our 
implementation, meta classes and attribute classes of any level are automatically generated 
when needed. The implemented model is self-describing and can be extended at any meta 
level or attribute level, as the need arises. Added concepts are all defined within the model, so 
that it continues to be self-describing. 

As an example, we show how to extend our model to describe the essential functionality of 
the relational model. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A Conceptual Schema Modelling Facility (CSMF) is used to describe conceptual structures of 
other modelling facilities as well as application data model structures. Since those structures 
are not known in advance, the CSMF must be extensible, so that concepts not initially thought 
of by the designers can be added later. 

An elegant approach to extensibility is to make the CSMF self-descriptive. By 
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manipulating the descriptions themselves, the definition of the CSMF can be changed to 
accommodate for concepts not envisioned by the original designers. 

An accurate implementation of a self-descriptive model however requires an infinite 
number of modelling concepts, since any concept in the model is described by other concepts 
at higher meta levels. Such descriptions are themselves described at even higher meta levels, 
and so on for infinitely many levels. To define infinitely many modelling concepts in a finite 
computer system is of course impossible, which is why all systems today use only finitely 
many modelling concepts. If such a finite system is self-descriptive, it invariably contains 
circular descriptions, such as: 
• Classes which are instances of themselves. For example, in Closette (Kiczales, Rivieres 

et al. 1991), "standard-class" is an instance of itself. 
• Confusing semantics for meta classes. For example, in Smalltalk!V (Digitalk Inc. 1988), 

the class "Object class" and the class "MetaClass class" are both instances of 
"MetaClass", even though these classes clearly belong to different meta levels. 

This paper shows how such circularities can be avoided, by using an algorithmic approach 
to implementing arbitrarily many meta and attribute levels in a finite system. 

However, even if we use arbitrarily many concepts, we run into a number of problems of 
the type "What comes first, the chicken or the egg?" In the object-oriented model which we 
use as starting point for the implementation, the following problems for example occur: 
• Some classes are instances of their own subclasses. 
• We use the class SuperSubRelation to record the superclass-subclass relationships when 

creating classes. But how do we record that relationship for SuperSubRelation itself? 
Instances of the class Attribute are used to define all attributes. But how do we define 
attributes for the class Attribute itself? Similarly, the class Method are used to create all 
objects - but Method is also an object. 

These problems all concern the initial state of the model, and we show that they can be 
handled by "bootstrapping" the system. 

Two approaches to designing CSFMs- the "fat" approach and the "lean" -are discussed in 
section 2. An overview of related works is also given. In section 3 we define the self
descriptive Core Model. Circularity issues which arise when implementing a self-descripive 
model are discussed in section 4. In section 5 we describe the prototype implementation of 
the model, and in section 6 we show how to incrementally extend the model to describe 
another model. Finally, section 7 contains our conclusions and suggestions for further 
research. 

2. APPROACHES TO DESIGNING A CSMF 
Internationally, the need for a standardized CSMF has been recognized and a CSMF
rapporteur group has been established in ISO JTCI SC21 WG3. There is need for a way to 
compare the various modelling facilities in use today (such as NIAM (Nijssen and Halpin 
1989), IDEF1X (Snoddgrass, Loomis et al. 1986), JDMF (JSA 1993), Codd's Relational 
Model (Codd 1970), the E/R Model (Chen 1976), etc.). The main idea is that if all the 
concepts used in the different modelling facilities can be expressed in the terms of a single, 
standard CSMF, comparison and mapping between different data models can be made. 

Standard CSMF 

NI~C~~Model 
I ~ \ Mode' ' 

Application Application Application Application Application 
Data Model(s) Data Model(s) Data Model(s) Data Model(s) Data Model(s) 

X _____.. Y : X is described by Y 

Fig. 1: Data model description hierarchy 
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2.1 Fat Model and Lean Model 
When designing the data model for the CSMF, there are basically two approaches: to design a 
"fat" model or to design a "lean" model. 

To design a fat model means to prepare in advance all imaginable modelling concepts used 
by all imaginable modelling facilities. To describe a particular modelling facility in a fat 
CSMF then, means to map the concepts of that modelling facility to the corresponding 
concepts of the CSMF; this is theoretically possible, since the fat CSMF by definition 
contains all possible concepts a priori. 

To design a lean model, on the other hand, means to design a model which contains only 
the most basic concepts, and then to extend this model with new concepts as the need for new 
concepts arises during the process of describing various modelling facilities. 

Both approaches are problematic. The problem when designing a fat model is that we do 
not know which concepts are indeed imaginable, whereas the problem when designing a lean 
model, is that we do not know how to prove that a specific set of concepts is actually the most 
basic. But we do know that the problem of proving that a set of concepts has a certain 
characteristic is more well defined than to prove which concepts are imaginable - and for this 
reason we have decided to work with a lean model. 

Our next step then, is to choose a lean model among the many that are available: Most 
well-known data models (e.g. the relational model, set theory, the EIR model, NIAM, 
semantic data models, object-oriented models and so on) each has a fairly well-defined set of 
basic concepts. If we base our model on such a well-known model, we do not need to define a 
new set of basic concepts. Instead we use the concepts that already have been defined in that 
model and are generally accepted. 

Since our purpose is to design an extensible model, we choose an object-oriented model. 
Object-oriented models include an important basic concept not available in other models; 
incremental specialization. This concept is usually referred to as generalization, but to stress 
the fact that we want to extend the model, we use the term "specialization". Specialization 
allows us to take a general concept already defined in the model and incrementally specialize 
it by adding attributes and behaviours. 

However, specialization alone does not make the model fully extensible. To achieve full 
extensibility, we are forced to add one important concept to the basic model: self-description. 
By introducing self-description to the model, we ensure that all extensions to the model are 
described within the model itself. Thus, if we extend our model to describe other models, we 
can compare those models to each other. 

2.2 Related Works 
Abrial (Abrial1974) may be the first in pointing out the self-descriptive nature of a modelling 
facility and the elegance derived from that property. Hotaka and Tsubaki (Hotaka and 
Tsubaki 1977) tried self-description of the relational data model, but meta relation and 
metameta relation were treated as one concept, and the different semantics of the two 
relations were not properly distinguished. The same problem is also present in Smalltalk/V as 
mentioned in section 1. 

PCTE (ECMA 1993) also stresses its self-descriptive (in PCTE, the term self
representation is used) character, but the self-descriptive structure is not stated clearly. 
Jasmine (Ishikawa and al. 1993) introduced the concept CLASS which is responsible for 
storing system concepts, but the authors do not see the necessity to introduce more than one 
layer of meta data. 

TAXIS (Mylopoulos, Bernstein et al. 1980) introduced 4 layers of meta data. The authors 
recognized the concept of more than 4 meta data layers but did not consider it practical to use 
more than 4 layers of meta data. 

RMDM (Reference Model of Data Management) (ISO/IEC N1438) is an ISO standard 
which describes these meta layer structures in detail. It introduces the level pair concept 
which is a pair of an (N)database and its (N)schema. N can be an arbitrary number and 
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RMDM does not specify any fixed number of level pairs but allows for any number of level 
pairs in a data modelling facility. It uses the level pair concept to explain another ISO 
standard, IRDS (ISOIIEC 10728), which has 3 level pairs or equivalently 4 meta levels (the 
same as in TAXIS). 

In a practical situation, 4 meta levels like in TAXIS or in IRDS may be sufficient, but from 
the theoretical point of view, there are infinitely many meta levels. Hotaka and Bjorn (Hotaka 
and Bjorn 1994) treated this problem in a straightforward manner and introduced the idea of 
infinitely many meta classes. Hotaka and Bjorn required that an object is an instance of a 
class, and that a class is itself an object which is an instance of another class. Thus, an infinite 
instance-class chain appears. Hotaka then (Hotaka 1994) refined the infinite instance-class 
chain, and described an object-oriented Core Model. The Core Model is used in this paper. 

3. THE CORE MODEL 
This section contains the definition of the lean, object-oriented Core Model. 

3.1 Basic Concepts of the Core Model 
The set of basic concepts we base on empirical comparison of common denominators of 
various object-oriented models, as presented by Kim in (Kim 1991); we here present those 
concepts along with a brief note as to how they are interpreted in the Core Model. 
(1) Object and object identifier (OlD) 

All concepts which we try to model are objects. Each object has a global, unique identifier. 
(2) Attributes and methods 

All attributes and methods are objects, as described in (1). 
Only instance attributes and instance methods are supported, but the instance attribute in 

the Core Model includes the functionality of so called "class attributes" of other models. If 
class Person is an instance of class MetaObject, then the instance attributes that apply to 
MetaObject at the same time have the functionality of class attributes for class Person. 
(3) Encapsulation and message passing 

An object encapsulates its attributes and methods. The attributes and methods are accessed 
by sending messages to the object 
( 4) Class (Instantiation Relationship) 

All objects which share the same attributes and methods are instances of a class. We differ 
between direct and indirect instantiation relationships in that an object may be a direct 
instance of only one class, but an indirect instance of many classes. 
(5) Class hierarchy and inheritance (Specialization Relationship) 

The specialization relationship is made explicit in a class called SuperSubRelation. 
Using information from class SuperSubRelation (see section 3.3), we can construct the 

class hierarchy shown in figure 2. r------------------------, 
O*Object A *O 

A*! 
A*2 
A*3 
... (infinitely many) 
Method 
SuperSubRelation 
!*Object 

2*0bject 

Fig. 2: Class hierarchy 

3*0bject 
... (infmitely many) 

Names of classes are unique in the class hierarchy. Names of attributes and methods are 
defined in name spaces local to their corresponding classes and the inheritance hierarchies of 
those classes. 
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3.2 Notation for the Basic Concepts 
When describing any model which contains entities or instances which are not all literals, it is 
difficult to represent specific entities or instances. NIAM (Verheijen and Bekkum 1982) 
distinguishes between lexical objects, which are literals, and non-lexical objects which are 
"non-utterable" and thus can not be represented in a straigthforward way. One theoretically 
correct way to identify non-lexical objects in an object-oriented model would be to use OIDs. 
However, this makes the presentation very difficult to read. 

A distinction between literals and other entities was made by Codd (Codd 1979) who used 
surrogates to identify non-lexical objects, using a "cent-notation". To simplify the 
presentation in this paper, we use Codd's notation to identify an instance which has a value 
which makes it unique in the context under discussion, by combining that value with the 
symbol"¢". Example: Person¢ is a surrogate for the class Person. 

When we want to talk about an unspecified instance of a certain class, we put the symbols 
"<<" and ">>" around the name of the class. This notation was borrowed from the language 
used for the implementation (Prograph International 1993). Example: <<Person>> is a 
surrogate for an instance of the class Person¢. 

Sometimes, we need to reference a specific attribute of an instance. We do this using the 
"." (dot notation) from Pascal. Example: Smith¢.Class =Student¢ indicates that the value of 
attribute Class of Smith is the surrogate Student¢. 

Finally, we borrow the symbols E and c from set theory to make the following definitions: 
E: indicates a direct instantiation relationship. Example: Smith¢ E: Student¢ means that 

Smith¢ is a direct instance of Student¢. 
E indicates an indirect instantiation relationship. Example: Smith¢ E Person¢ means that 

Smith¢ E: Person¢ or that Smith¢ is a direct instance of any subclass of Person¢. 
c• indicates a direct specialization relationship. Example: Student¢ c: Person¢ means that 

Person¢ is a direct superclass of Student¢. 
c indicates an indirect specialization relationship. Example: Student¢ c Person¢ means that 

Person¢ is a superclass of Student¢, but that the relationship Student¢ c: X 1¢ c: X2¢ c: 
X3¢ ... c: Person¢ may hold for any Xi¢· 

3.3 Definition of Core Model Structure 
To the basic set of concepts in section 3.1, we add the concept of self-description, to ensure 
that all extensions to the model are fully internalized to it, that is, all new concepts added are 
described using previously defined concepts. Our concept of self-description is limited to 
structure only. 

A modelling facility is structurally self-descriptive if the following conditions hold: 
(1) Every instance has one and only one base class to which it directly belongs 
(2) Every base class is at the same time a direct instance of another base class 
(3) Every attribute is represented as a direct instance of a base class 
(4) Every method is represented as a direct instance of a base class 
(5) Every specialization relationship is represented as a direct instance of a base class 

A base class indicates an instantiable class, i.e. a class whose instances can be created by 
the method New. 

In a self-descriptive modelling facility based on the above conditions, not only normal data 
is treated as instances, but also the concepts describing those instances. To separate the data 
and its descriptions, we talk about meta levels. To clarify which meta level we are talking 
about, we associate a number with each meta level. Instances at the lowest level, meta level 0, 
are normal data and the concepts defining those data are instances at meta level 1. Further on, 
the definitions of the concepts themselves are instances at meta level 2, and so on for 
infinitely many levels. 

For each meta level i (i~) we define a base class i*Object, which satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(A) i*Object¢ E: (i+l)*Object¢ 
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(B) (i+1)*0bject¢ c: i*Object¢ 

3.3.1 Initial Direct Instances Schema 
The following direct instances are defined in the Core Model: 

(1) O*Object¢: No direct instances 

(2a) I *Object¢ contains the following direct instances: 
An instance with Class = I *Object¢, ClassName = O*Object 
An instance with Class = I *Object¢, ClassName = SuperSubRelation 
An instance with Class = 1 *Object¢, ClassName = Method 
(2b) for any i (i <:: 0), I *Object¢ contains the following direct instance: 
An instance with Class = 1 *Object¢, ClassName = A *i 

(3) for any i (i <:: 2), i*Object¢ contains the following direct instance: 
An instance with Class= i*Object¢, ClassName = (i-l)*Object 

The instances of the i*Object base classes can schematically be viewed as follows: 

Class Instances Meta level 

O*Object (No direct instances) 0 

l*Object O*Object¢, Method¢, SuperSubRelation¢ I A*O¢, A*l¢, A*2¢, A*3¢ ... A*j¢ 

2*0bject l*Object¢ 2 

3*0bject 2*0bject¢ 3 

i*Object (i-I)*Object¢ i 

Fig. 3: Overview of instances in the i*O ifect hierarchy 

( 4) A *0¢ contains the following direct instances: 
An instance with PrimaryClass = O*Object¢, Name =Class 
An instance with PrimaryClass = 1 *Object¢, Name = ClassName 
An instance with PrimaryClass = SuperSubRelation¢, Name = Super 
An instance with PrimaryClass = SuperSubRelation¢, Name = Sub 
An instance with PrimaryClass = Method¢, Name = PrimaryClass 
An instance with PrimaryClass = Method¢, Name = MethodName 
An instance with PrimaryClass = Method¢, Name = Code 

(5) for any i (i <:: 1), A*i¢ contains the following direct instances: 
An instance with PrimaryClass = A*(i-1)¢, Name= PrimaryClass 
An instance with PrimaryClass = A*(i-1)¢, Name= Name 

77 

Note: The Core Model has infinitely many A*i¢ which are orthogonal to the i*Object¢ 
sequence. Instances of A*O¢ define the instance attributes of all non-A*i classes, whereas 
instances of any other A*i¢ define instance attributes for A*(i-1)¢. This means that we can 
easily extend the definition of any A*i¢ by defining new instances of A*(i+1)¢. To separate 
different classes of attribute descriptions, we talk about attribute levels. 

An overview of how instances of A*i¢ define attributes of other classes is given in figure 
4. 
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Attribute level 

_ .............. Defines 
attributes 
for all 
non-A*i 
classes 

. 
I~ 
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0 

A*O¢ A*I¢ 
1 ... -~ .I Name I PrimaryCiass I Name 

<<.A*O>~ I' <<.A*I>~ ...... 

t--.. <<A*I>> I'-. ·································--··················· 
«A*O>> 

Y -X: XdeflnesY 

Fig. 4: Instances of A *i classes define attributes for all classes 

(6a) SuperSubRelation¢ contains the following direct instances: 
An instance with Super = O*Object¢, Sub = SuperSubRelation¢ 
An instance with Super = O*Object¢, Sub = Method¢ 

2 

A*2¢ 

rimaryCiass I Name 

<<A*2>> '-..... 
<<A*2>> 

(6b) for any i (i <!: 0), SuperSubRelation¢ contains the following direct instances: 
An instance with Super= i*Object¢, Sub = (i+ 1)*0bject¢ 
An instance with Super = O*Object¢, Sub = A *i¢ 
(7) Method¢ contains the following direct instances: 
An instance with PrimaryClass = 1 *Object¢, MethodName = New, Code = the actual code 
An instance with PrimaryClass = 2*0bject¢, MethodName =New, Code= the actual code 
An instance with PrimaryClass = O*Object¢, MethodName = Delete, Code = the actual code 

Although we called the Core Model a "lean" modelling facility as opposed to a "fat" one in 
section 2, the model has a countably infinite number of instances - which is a great deal more 
than many fat modelling facilities. As can be concluded from the initial direct instances 
schema above, O*Object¢ has infmitely many indirect instances. 

4 CIRCULARITY ISSUES 
As described by Kiczales, des Rivieres et al. in appendix C of their book (Kiczales, Rivieres 
et al. 1991), two general categories of circularity arise in self-describing (Kiczales, des 
Rivieres et al. use the term reflective) systems: 
(I) Bootstrapping issues which deal with construction of the initial state of the system. These 

issues are discussed in section 4.1. 
(2) Metastability issues which deal with circularities that occur when the system runs and 

when the metastructure of the system changes. In section 4.2 we show that this is a 
serious problem in self-describing systems with fmite meta levels, but less serious in 
systems with infinite meta levels. 

4.1 Bootstrapping Issues 
Bootstrapping the Core Model involves implementing the initial direct instances defmed in 
section 3.3.1. If we look at the numbered paragraphs of that section, we find that: 
(A) Paragraphs (1), (2a), (4), (6a) and (7) are finite enumerations of instances. Circularities 

involving these enumerations are discussed in section 4.1.1. 
(B) Paragraphs (2b), (3), (5) and (6b) contain algorithmic defmitions of instances. However, 

only (3) involves a circular defmition. This circular algorithmic defmition is discussed in 
section 4.1.2. 

4.1.1 Bootstrapping of a Finite Number of Objects 
Since we already know the values of the enumerated instances, we can follow the suggestions 
by Kiczales eL al.: We write special bootstrapping-operations that operate outside of the 
boundaries of our system. These operations are sometimes referred to as "hacks", since they 
do not follow programming rules, but instead "fool" the system. Once these bootstrapping-
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operations have been used to set up the initial state which cannot be achieved within the 
system itself, they can be discarded. 

All bootstrapping issues concerning classes with a finite number of instances can be solved 
in this way. Kiczales et. al. go into detailed descriptions of how the bootstrapping-operations 
are written, but space considemtions do not allow us to go into further detail here. 

4.1.2 Bootstrapping of Infinitely Many Objects in a Finite Environment 
A bootstrapping issue not covered by Kiczales et. al. is the implementation of infinitely many 
objects. (3) of section 3.3.1 is the only bootstrapping issue involving infmitely many objects. 

To better understand how this definition could be converted to program steps in implemen
tation code, we write it in an inductive form: 
(A) 2*0bject¢ is an object which has a direct instance with ClassName = 1 *Object. 
(B) If i*Object¢ is an object in the system, then (i+l)*Object¢ is also an object which has a 

direct instance with ClassName = i*Object. 
(C) Nothing is an i*Object¢ except in virtue of the repeated application of (A) and (B). 

(A) is our base case, a simple enumeration - which we can implement with the boot
strapping techniques from section 4.1.1. 

(B) tells us that we are allowed to successively increase the value of i with one. Since we 
already know from (A) that 2*0bject¢ is an object, we are allowed to conclude that 
3*0bject¢ is an object containing a direct instance with ClassName = 2*0bject. 

Now, since 3*0bject¢ is an object, we know that 4*0bject¢ is an object... and so on. We 
can in fact apply the algorithm with a higher value fori arbitrarily many times, even after the 
initial state of the system is reached: The bootstrapping of the system never finishes. The 
special bootstrapping-operations of section 4.l.l may not be discarded any longer, since they 
will be used each time we need a new meta level. 

(C) Simply helps us decide whether a certain object is an i*Object¢ or not. 

4.2 Metastability Issues 
Metastability issues involve circularities which occur after the initial conditions have been 
reached and the system is extended or otherwise manipulated. 

In our experience metastability problems often occur in connection with the instantiation 
relationship between classes and their instances. We will add a method called Dolt to three 
different systems which traverses the instantiation relationship, to show what can happen. 

The logic of Dolt is simply: get the class to which the object belongs, and call the method 
Dolt of that class. (The Smalltalk version of the code is: A self class Do It.) 

(1) Let us consider a system such as Closette (a variant of CLOS), where a class at some level 
is an instance of itself, for example: standard-class¢ E: standard-class¢ 

Now, suppose we add Dolt to standard-class¢. Since standard-class¢ is an instance of 
itself, Dolt ends up calling itself and the system goes into a loop, as in figure 5. 

~ 
MetaClass¢.Dolt MetaClass class¢.Dolt 

Fig. 5: Loop when class is ~ 
instance of self Fig. 6: Loop when meta level confusion exists 

(2) Let us consider a slightly more complicated case, exemplified by Smalltalk/V. As 
mentioned in section 1, Smalltalk/V confuses different meta levels with each other. More 
specifically, as discussed in (Parsaye, Chignell et al. 1989), the following instantiation 
relationship holds: Object¢ E: Object class ¢ E: MetaClass¢ E: MetaClass class¢ E: 
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MetaClass¢ 

Now, suppose we add Dolt to MetaClass¢. The class of MetaClass¢ is MetaClass class¢. 
Since MetaClass class¢.Dolt does not exist, we get an error message stating this. 

But let us then add Dolt to MetaClass class¢ as well. This time we get no error message. 
Instead MetaClass class¢.Dolt calls MetaClass¢.Dolt. This method in tum calls MetaClass 
class¢.Dolt, and so on. Again, the system goes into a loop, as in figure 6. 

(3) Finally,let us add Dolt to the Core Model where infinitely many meta levels exist: We 
ac!d Dolt to 1 *Object¢. The class of 1 *Object¢ is 2*0bject¢. The method Dolt is not directly 
defined in 2*0bject¢, but is inherited from 1 *Object¢. Thus, Dolt gets called again in 
2*0bject¢. The class of 2*0bject¢ is 3*0bject¢ and Dolt is not directly defined in 3*0bject¢ 
either, but is inherited from 2*0bject¢. The inherited Dolt is called again in 3*0bject¢, and 
so on. 

To the end-user, this continuous calling of Dolt at meta levels with increasingly high 
numbers might seem the same as the loops occurring in examples (1) and (2) above, but there 
is a fundamental difference: A loop is a serious error which might cause an unrecoverable 
system crash, whereas calling an inherited method is not an error. 

In cases (l) and (2) we can not stop the loop. However, in case (3) we can break the 
continuous calling of the inherited Dolt at any meta level by simply inserting a new Dolt with 
different behaviour, as in figure 7. 

1 *Object¢.Dolt 2*0bject¢.Dolt 3*0bject¢.Dolt 

~~~ 
Fig. 7: No loops occur with infinite meta levels 

...I 
n*Object¢.Do/t 

'" ,.~n~ J (with 1ifferent 
~ behavwur) 

To sum up: Circularities occur in systems with the characteristics of (l) or (2). In systems 
with the characteristics of (3) there is however no circularity. The infinite number of meta 
classes in this case ensure greater metastability. 

5 PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CORE MODEL 
In this section we discuss an implementation of the Core Model as defined in section 3, which 
avoids circularities as discussed in section 4. We have chosen to implement the first 4 meta 
levels initially since the algorithmic approach can be used from level 3 and up; the objects at 
level 3 are defined at level4. 

The language we have chosen for the prototype implementation is called Prograph 
(Prograph International 1993). It was mainly chosen for its ease of use and coding speed as 
described in (Bjorn 1993). 

5.1 Implementation of Initial Methods 
Initially, only three methods are defined. These must be implemented so that they can be 
extended without being overridden. The 1 *Object¢.New method, for instance, handles all 
instantiation at meta level 0, and must be easily extensible so that we can extend the system 
as a whole. We have implemented this extensibility by including hooks for pre- and 
postcondition calls at the beginning and end of each method. 

For the sake of simplicity, we have chosen to present the code in this paper as Pascal-like 
pseudocode. Instead of passing all data as parameters (which complicates the presentation), 
we let the code ask the user for input when values are needed. Variables are declared as var
statements. 

The pseudocode for the initial methods at a very high level is shown in figures 8, 9 and 10. 
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New 
begin 

check for New -PreConditions¢ 
generate instance of meta level 0 
ask user for instance attribute values 
check for New-PostConditions¢ 
return instance 

end 

Fig_ 8: The New method in 1 *Object¢ 

begin 
check for New-PreConditions¢ 
generate instance of meta level ~ 1 
ask user for instance attribute values 
control names for classes, attributes and methods in 

accordance with the corresponding name spaces 
ask user for superclass 

Delete 
begin 

ask user for intance to delete 
check for Delete-PreConditions¢ 
if instance meta level ~1. delete inst of 
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add an instance of SuperSubRelation¢ 
handle inheritance 
check for New-PostCondilions¢ 
return instance 

SuperSubRelation¢ 
if instance meta level ;:: I, delete direct attributes 
if instance meta level ~1. delete direct methods 
delete instance 

end 

Fig_ 9: The New method in 2*0bject¢ 

check for Delete-PostConditions¢ 
end 

Fig_10: The Delete method in O*Object¢ 

5.2 Initial Direct Instances in the Prototype 
The direct instances of tables I to 8 where generated at the conception of the prototype. These 
tables correspond to the first 4 meta levels and the first 3 attribute levels defined in section 
3.3.1. 

INSTANCES OF I *Obiecte (OlD: 19813036) 
OlD Class ClassName 
19813060 I*Obiecte O*Obiect 
19812984 I*Oruect¢ A*O 
19812976 I*Obiecte A*l 
19812968 1*0biecte A*2 
19812960 l*Obiecte Method 
19812952 1*0biect¢ SuoerSubRelation 
Table 1: Instances of 1 *Object¢ 

INSTANCES OF 2*0biect¢ (OlD: 19813024) 
OlD J Class J ClassName 
19813036 l2*0biect¢ l1*0biect 
Table 2: Instances of2*0bject¢ 

INSTANCES OF 3*0biecte (OlD: NONE) 
OlD I Class I ClassName 
19813024 I NONE l2*0bject 
Table 3: Instances of 3*0bject¢ 

INSTANCES OF A*Oi! (OlD: 198129841 
OlD Class Primarv( lass Name 
19812888 A*O¢ 1*0bject¢ ClassName 
19812876 A*O¢ SuoerSubRelatione Suoer 
19812868 A*Oe SuoerSubRelatione Sub 
19812860 A*Oe Method¢ PriiDl!l'Y( lass 
19812852 A*O¢ Method¢ MethodName 
19812844 A*O¢ Method¢ Code 
19812836 A*O!t_ O*Obiect!l Class 
Table 4: Instances of A *0¢ 
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INSTANCES OF A*1t COlD: 19812976) 
OlD Class Primary( lass Name 
19812808 A*1¢ A*Ot -Prim3tVClass 
19812796 A*1¢ A*O¢ Name 
Table 5: Instances of A* I¢ 

INSTANCES OF A*2rt COlD: 19812968) 
OlD Class PrimarvClass Name 
19812768 A*2¢ A*1¢ PrimarvClass 
19812756 A*2¢ A*1¢ Name 
Table 6: Instances of A *2¢ 

INSTANCES OF Methodrt COlD: 19812960) 
OlD Class Primary{ lass MethodName Code 
19812728 Method¢ 1*0biect¢ New 1 *Obiect/New 
19812712 Method¢ 2*0biectrt New 2*0biect!New 
19812700 Method¢ O*Obiect¢ Delete O*Obiect/Delete 
Table 7: Instances of Method¢ 

INSTANCES OF SunerSubRelationrt COlD: 19812952 
OlD Class Suner Sub 
19812672 SuoerSubRelation¢ O*Obiectrt 1*0biectrt 
19812664 SuoerSubRelation¢ O*Obiect¢ A*O¢ 
19812660 SuoerSubRelation¢ O*Obiect¢ A*1¢ 
19812656 SunerSubRelation¢ O*Obiectrt A*2¢ 
19812652 SuoerSubRelation¢ O*Obiectlt Methodlt 
19812648 SuoerSubRelation¢ O*Obiectt SunerSubRelation¢ 
19812644 SuoerSubRelation¢ 1*0biect¢ 2*0biect¢ 
Table 8: Instances of SuperSubRelatton¢ 

Note that in table 3, the Class attribute for 2*0bject¢ and the OlD for 3*0bject¢ have the 
value NONE. This is because the defining class for 3*0bject¢ only exists algorithmically in 
the implementation at this moment, as described in section 4.1.2. The class is generated 
dynamically when we send a message to 2*0bject¢, asking it explicitly for its class: 

theCiass := 2*0bject¢.Class 
The variable theClass is set to 3*0bject¢ and the definition of 2*0bject¢ is completed: 

INSTANCES OF 3*0biectt COlD: 19814036) I 
OlD I Class I ClassName I 
19815042 I 3*0biect¢ I 2*0biect I 
Table 9: Instances of 3*0bject¢ 

But instead we get an implicit definition of 3*0bject¢: 

INSTANCES OF 4*0biectrt COlD: NONE) 
OlD I Class I ClassName 
19815042 I NONE l3*0biect .. . . Table 10: Implicit dejimtton of 4*0bject¢ 

6. EXTENSION OF THE CORE MODEL 
According to the discussion of metaobject protocols Kiczales, des Rivieres et al., explicitly 
including meta data makes the model extensible and adaptable, so that instead of defining one 
single application data model or language, a region of similar data models or languages can 
be defined. Here we show how such extensions are carried out. 
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6.1 Extension Methodology 
When we extend the Core Model to describe other models, we use the following simple 
methodology: 

(l) Analyze the model to be described, to determine its basic concepts. 
(2) Extend the Core Model with those concepts not already present 

This methodology can be iterated several times. This means that if a certain concept is 
exactly the same in two models which are being described by the Core Model, the concept 
will only be included once. Furthermore, if two concepts are very similar, we use the 
specialization relationship of the Core Model to show this similarity. In this way, we hope to 
directly compare concepts between different models. 

In the remainder of this section, we attempt an extension of the model to provide the basic 
functionality of the relational model. We choose the relational model because it is well
known, which makes the presentation shorter. 

6.2 Relational Concepts 
According to Date (Date 1986), the relational model consists of three major parts: structural, 
integrity and manipulative. We will only consider the structural and integrity parts in this 
paper. 

6.2.1 The Structural Part 
N-ary relations (attributes, tuples): The relational model has only one data structure, the 
relation. In relational systems, relations are represented as tables where column headers are 
attributes (where the number of attributes determines the arity of the relation) and rows are 
tuples. In an object-oriented system, the general approach is to represent relations as classes, 
attributes as instance attributes, and tuples as instances of the class. This is also the approach 
used in this paper, and it requires no extension to the Core Model. 

Attribute domains: In the traditional relational model, only simple data types are allowed 
as domains. Our implementation differs somewhat, in that it allows for representation of a 
composite attribute in the traditional model as one attribute with a complex domain. We 
extend the Core Model to handle domains in section 6.3. 

6.2.2 The Integrity Part 
In the relational model, integrity is achieved using two concepts: 

(1) Primary keys are used to guarantee the uniqueness of tuples in a relation. NULL 
values are not allowed. A primary key is chosen among available candidate keys in a relation 
- i.e. keys which uniquely define tuples in the relation. We show how to extend the Core 
Model to handle primary keys in section 6.4. 

(2) Foreign keys are used to refer to other tables from within a table. Foreign key values 
must match primary key values of the referred table, however NULL values are allowed. We 
briefly outline how to extend the Core Model to handle foreign keys in section 6.5. 

6.3 Addition of Domains to the Core Model 
Adding domains to the Core Model is pretty straightforward. We need to go through the 
following steps: 
(1) Make an instance of A*l¢ by sending a New message to l*Object¢: 

INSTANCES OF A*1e (OlD: 19812976) 
OlD I Class I PrimarvCiass I Name 
19811492 I A*1¢ I A*O¢ I Domain 
Table 11: Instances of A *1 ¢ 

(2) Make an instance of Method¢ by sending a New message to I *Object¢: 
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INSTANCES OF Method¢ (OlD: 19812960) 
OlD Class PrimarvCiass MethodName Code 
19811408 Method¢ O*Object¢ New- O*Object/New-

PostConditions PostConditions 
Table 12: Instances of Method¢ 

This is actually all we need. All new attributes will have a domain which we created in (1), 
and when instances of the classes with newly defined attributes are created, the method 
created in (2) will make sure that their values lie within the given domains. 

Note that the pseudocode for O*Object¢.New-PostConditions shown in figure 11 below 
allows for fully object-oriented specification of domains. If we have two classes, X¢ and Y ¢, 
and the relationship Y ¢ c X¢ holds, then the specification Domain = <<X>> would allow any 
<<Y>> as well, since the transitive relationship <<Y>> EX¢ also holds. 

New-PostConditions (<<O*Object>>) 
var 
I, C, D: <<O*Object>> 

~uJ: fl'8'6LEAN 
begin 

check for New-PostConditions~ in superclasses 
set the instance of tbe arfument to I 
settbe defining class of to C 
for each attribute ofl do 

settbe attribute value to V 
~;b'~ ~rr~~~ !~~rresponding attribute of C to D 
set FLAG to FALSE 
repeat 

check if V is in D 
if TRUE 

return V 
set FLAG to TRUE 

end 

else 

end if 
until FLAG is TRUE 

end foreacb 

ask user to reset V 
set new input to V 

Fig. 1 I: The New-PostConditions method in O*Object¢ 

Furthermore, old attributes have undefined domains (Domain = NULL) and will not be 
checked as long as they are not updated with specific domain values. 

To see that our system now indeed supports domains, we must add some classes typically 
found in an application data model, and then create some normal data instances of those 
classes. We choose to add a class Person with two attributes; a name and an address. This 
requires the following steps: 
(1) Make instances of I *Object¢ by sending New messages to 2*0bject¢: 

INSTANCES OF 1*0biect¢ (OlD: 19813036) 
OlD Class ClassName 
19805852 1*0biect¢ Person 
19806832 l*Obiect¢ Address 
Table 13: Instances of /*Object¢ 
(2) Make instances of A *0¢ by sending New messages to 1 *Object¢: 

INSTANCES OF A*O¢ (OlD: 19812984) 
OlD Class PrimarvClass Name Domain 
19805724 A*>e Person¢ PersonName STRING 
19812900 A*)e Person¢ PersonAddress <<Address>> 
19808120 A*>e Address¢ MailAddress STRING 
19807012 A*O¢ Address¢ Phone INIEGER 
Table 14: Instances of A *0¢ 
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We now have modeled people which have a name and address, and can add some normal 
data instances: 

Person¢.New 
with Name= Tezuka Osamu 

with Address 

end 
end 

MailAddress = Ginza, Tokyo I 00 
Phone = 03 1234 5678 

Fig.l2: Adding a <<Person>> 

If we trv to add: 
Person¢.New 

with Name= <<Address>> 
with Address =STRING 

end 

Fig. 13: Adding a <<Person>> 

We get the following error messages: 

Invalid domain for <<Person>>.Name. Please reset: 
>Name= Ma1swnoto Reishi 

Invalid domain for <<Person>>.Address. Please reset: 
>MaiiAddress = Shinjuku, Tokyo 105, Phone= 03 8765 4321 

with incorrect domains Fig. 14: Error messages- and user input in italics 

As a result, we have added the following instances to the system: 

INSTANCES OF Person¢ (OlD: 19805852) 
OlD Class PersonName PersonAddress 
19808852 Person4! Tezuka Osamu <<Address>> 
19805384 Person¢ Matsumoto Reisbi <<Address>> 
Table 15: Instances of Person¢ 

INSTANCES OF Address41 (OlD: 19806832) 
OlD Class Mai1Address Phone 
19809924 Address41 Ginza Toky9100 0312345678 
19805324 Address¢ Shiniuku, Tokvo 105 0387654321 
Table I6: Instances of Address¢ 

Note that we get two instances of Address¢ even though we do not explicitly make them. 
These instances are generated as a side effect when the two instances of Person¢ are made, 
since the domain of Person¢.PersonAddress is Address¢. 

6.4 Addition of Primary Keys to the Core Model 
A complexity inherent to object-orientation must be resolved before we can turn to 
implementation issues: As noted in section 6.3, fully object-oriented domain specification 
allows for indirect instances to be part of the domain. However, for the sake of simplicity, we 
will only accept direct instances as part of primary key domains. 

We also do not accept OIDs as primary keys. Some models indeed use OIDs as primary 
keys, but this results in a confusion of concepts: 

OIDs are handled automatically by the system, and can not be controlled by the person 
who manages the database system. For this reason, OIDs are invalid outside of the system. 

Primary keys are explicitly controlled by the person who manages the database system. 
For this reason, they are valid outside the system, and can be used for data sharing and export 
of data to other systems. 

Once we have defined the need for extension, namely to add a primary key function similar 
to that found in relational database systems, adapted to work on direct instances and not only 
literals, the implementation is straightforward. We use the domain example from section 6.2 
as a base, and extend the model by going through the following steps: 
(1) Make an instance of2*0bject¢ by sending a New message to 3*0bject¢. 
(2) Make an instance of A *0¢ by sending a New message to 1 *Object¢. 
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Now we have a framework for key definition. Any new class which is defined as an 
instance of NamedObjectClass¢ will have an MOKey attribute which we will use to designate 
one of the instance attributes of that class as a key. 

To complete the design, we thus have to create an instance of NamedObjectClass¢, and 
add the code that checks for key integrity: 
( 1) Make an instance of A *0¢ by sending a New message to 1 *Object¢. 
(2) Make an instance of Method¢ by sending a New message to 1 *Object¢. 
(3) Make an instance of NamedObjectClass¢ by sending a New message to 2*0bject¢. 

The design is simple but lengthy and we do not further expand on it here. A full 
presentation is included in the HTML-version of this paper (Bj<im, Kim et al. 1995). 

6.5 Addition of Foreign Keys to the Core Model 
In the relational model, foreign keys are used to ensure referential integrity. More specifically 
if table A refers to table B, then the primary key of table B is used as a foreign key in table A. 

We could for example create another instance of NamedObjectClass as a subclass of 
Person, called Teacher. Since a student always has o.1e teacher as academic adviser, we create 
an attribute of ~tudent called AcademicAdviser with the domain Teacher¢. 
We~· a New-PostConditions method to Student in the same way as shown in section 

6.4, which Implements the referential integrity checking code. 
That is all we need. The design is simple but lengthy and we do not further expand on it 

here. A full presentation is included in the HTML-version of this paper (Bj6m, Kim et al. 
1995). 

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER STUDY 
We have shown how a core CSMF containing infinitely many modelling concepts can be 
implemented in a finite environment. 

Our system was based on a "lean" model, since the problem of defining a set of basic 
concepts is more well-defined than the problem of defining all imaginable concepts of a "fat" 
model. To make our model easily extensible we chose a lean object-oriented model, since this 
lets us use specialization for the description of new concepts. To achieve full extensibility, we 
were then forced to add self-description to the model, so that all extensions to the model are 
described within the model itself. 

When implementing self-describing systems, a number of circularities occur: bootstrapping 
issues and metastability issues. We showed how bootstrapping techniques can be used not 
only for fmitely many instances, but for infinitely many instances as well. We also discussed 
metastability issues for infinitely many meta levels, and showed that such systems in certain 
cases are more stable than systems with finitely many meta levels. 

We then presented a prototype implementation of our Core Model where meta classes and 
attribute classes of any level are automatically generated when needed. 

We also showed how to extend the implementation to describe the essential functionality 
of the relational model. 

It should be noted that although we only utilized three meta levels (classes for describing 
classes at level 2, classes for describing normal data instances at level 1, and normal data 
instances at level 0), the same simple approach is applicable at any meta level or attribute 
level- and this is where the real power of the Core Model lies. 

Further study is needed to see if the Core Model is indeed powerful enough to describe 
other modelling facilities. 
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